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What Are 
Boundaries & 

Their Purpose?







A Boundary is Like a Fence

Keeps the Good In

Keeps the Bad Out Enables 
Testing

Allows > 
Good In

Establishes who: 
• Owns 
• Controls 
• Responsible



Why Have Boundaries
To PROTECT ourselves from others…  
Their expectations and demands


Without boundaries, we can be CRUSHED 
physically, emotionally, physiologically, spiritually …


Only we know our time AVAILABILITY & our PRIORITIES 

Provide a HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT for relationships  
to flourish and grow toward Christlike maturity.



Personal boundaries are: TO Protect, 
NOT TO Offend, Control, or Manipulate

To sharks: You can swim anywhere you want in this big ocean & 
I hope you have fun!  The only thing you cannot do is touch me.



Types of Boundaries

Established 
& Understood, 

Yet Flexible 
as Needed 
& Desired

Limited or 
Non-Existent

Loose or 
Porous

Rigid, 
with zero 
flexibility

Unhealthy BoundariesHealthy 
Boundaries



Why Is Setting 
Boundaries 

Difficult?



Boundary Problems

• Feels guilty and/or controlled 
by others 

• Can’t set boundaries, but 
“melts” into other’s demands.  

• Often driven by FEAR of: 
• Hurting, Angering, 

Disappointing Others 
• Being seen as Selfish 
• Losing Love

Can’t Say NO
The COMPLIANT

Can’t Hear YES
The AVOIDANT

• Sets boundaries against 
receiving care from others 

• Inability to: 

• Recognize own needs 

• Ask for help 

• Let the good into their life



Boundary Problems

• Violates boundaries 
of others either: 

• Aggressively  

• Manipulatively 

• Difficulty in delayed gratification 

• Tend to project responsibility for 
their lives onto others.

Can’t Hear NO
The CONTROLLER

Can’t Say YES
The NON-RESPONSIVE

• Sets boundaries 
against their personal 
responsibility to love. 

• Fall into 1 of 2 groups: 
• Critical spirit 

(Cold or Lack Empathy) 
• Self-absorbed



Boundary Problems
In Setting Boundaries … 

Can’t Say

THE COMPLIANT 
• Feels guilty and/or 

controlled by others 
• Can’t set boundaries 

THE NON-RESPONSIVE 
• Sets boundaries 

against their personal 
responsibility to love.

In Receiving Boundaries … 
Can’t Hear

THE CONTROLLER 
• Violates boundaries 

of others either: 
• Aggressively  
• Manipulatively

THE AVOIDANT 
• Sets boundaries 

against receiving  
care from others.

NO

YES



Are There 
Examples of 
Boundaries 
In the Bible?



But the, he had 
something else 

he had to do 

The Good Samaritan — Luke 10

He gave the Inn-Keeper  
2 silver coins to take care 
of the victim & promised  
to repay him if cost more

A traveler was robbed, stripped, & beaten. 
The Samaritan, moved with compassion, 

took care of wounds, carried him to an Inn, 
and stayed with him overnight.



The Parable of the 10 Virgins — Matthew 25



Sacrificed 
Selflessly

Set  
Boundaries

Choose willingly, in freedom & love 
not out of compulsion, obligation

He had far > stress, pressure, responsibility, 
Yet remained relaxed, joyful & generous



Boundaries of Jesus

Many times,  
Jesus withdrew to pray

During Jesus’ trial, the Sanhedrin asked,  
“Are you then the Son of God?”  

Jesus replied, “You say that I am.” 
Luke 22:70

We too need time to think & pray We too don’t need to answer every “?”



Boundaries of Jesus

Jesus said to Peter,  
“Get behind me, Satan! You are an 

obstacle to me. You are thinking not as 
God does, but as human beings do.” 

Matthew 16:23

To James and John, HE said 
“But to sit at my right or at 
my left is not mine to give, 
but is for those for whom it 

has been prepared.” 
Mark 10:40

Jesus

I don’t have that authority You don’t have the full perspective



Boundary Basics



Sowing & Reaping
But, if we sow: 
— Idleness
— Irresponsibility
— Out-of-control behavior 

We can expect to reap
— Poverty
— Failure
— Effects of loose living

Consequences  
➤  Change

But, if we rescue,  
we hinder learning



His parents loved him: 
— Gave him a nice place to live 
— Paid all his bill & gave him $ 
— Fretted over circumstances 
— Worried about his future 
— Exerted energy to help him

Joshua was 25 years old 
— Didn’t study or skipped class 
— Abused drugs and alcohol 
— Did not attempt to find a job 
— Kept questionable company 
— Avoided Responsibility

He is Irresponsible & Happy 
Parents are Responsible & Miserable



As they grow,  
mom makes nest 
uncomfortable — 
Removing soft lining 
— Feathers,  
— Leaves, & 
— Straw

Baby eagles are  
completely dependent for 

food, warmth, & protection



You can lead a 
horse to water, 
but you CAN’T  

make him 
DRINK.

But you CAN 
make him 
THIRSTY.



Bear one another’s BURDENS, 
& so you will fulfill the law of Christ. 

Galatians 6:2 

For each must  
carry his LOAD 
Galatians 6:5

LOAD = Cargo / Daily ToilBURDENS = Excess Burdens

Need to Avoid “PERPETUAL PAIN” and “IRRESPONSIBILITY”



Our Responsibility?

• Emboldens, empowers, 
& makes it easier for 
them to continue in sin  

• Robs them of wisdom 
God wanted to impart  
through consequences

Enabling Sin … We Can Help

• Move from bad ➤ good 
From good ➤ better 
through a life of virtue 

• Sometimes they don’t 
even know it is a sin

“Do not participate in the sins of others.”  
1 Timothy 5:22 

If you do not warn them or speak out to dissuade them from their evil conduct — 
then they shall die for their sin, but I will hold you responsible for their blood.   

Ezekiel 3:18



Requester’s Motivation
• They cannot do it

• INCAPABLE — Don’t have strength, resources, or time

• INCOMPETENT — Don’t have the knowledge 

• They can do it, but refuse

• ARROGANT — They think it is below them

• LAZY — Would rather put burden on others 

• They think they can’t

• INSECURE — They think it is beyond them 

• ANXIOUS — Afraid of failure 

…



Our Response

Do we have what it takes 
to help: 

• Time, Talents 
• Treasure 
• Knowledge 
• Skills, Ability 
• Strength

Our Ability Our Motivation

What is driving us: 

• Compassion  
Cheerful Giver 

• Fear and Guilt — 
> Resentment 

• Our Own Needs 
— Approval 
— Praise

There is no fear in love, but perfect love drives out fear. 
 1 John 4:18



Options to Help Others

Carry It With ThemRefuse Help Carry the Load

Share Knowledge Give ResourcesRecommend Other Pray / Delay



In What 
Relationships 

Might We Need 
Healthy 

Boundaries?



In What Situations?
MotherhoodCaretaker / Eldercare

FriendWork Life

Wife

Volunteer



Does it sometimes look more like this?

MotherhoodCaretaker / EldercareWife

Friend VolunteerWork Life



Boundaries 
in Marriage



Boundary Issues in Marriage

• CARE FOR & CONFRONT 
with grace and truth. 

• AGENT FOR CHANGE  
and growth. 

• WHO BETTER QUALIFIED?

• But … The IRONY is that …

• The very CLOSENESS 
makes confrontation difficult. 

• BUILT-IN RESISTANCE

Thus, it is prudent to be CAREFUL on how to share truth in love.



Example Problems

• Selfishness / Control


• Anger / Explosive Outbursts


• Attempt to Change Spouse


• Over-Commitment 


• Irresponsibility



When one 
Sacrifices & 
cant avoid 

PAIN

Marriage  
breaks down. 

Intimacy and 
Long-Term 
Fulfillment 

is lost.

He 
becomes 

SELF-CENTERED

She 
becomes 

RESENTFUL

What Happens When She Takes On 
Too Much or All of the Responsibility?

More marriages FAIL because of poor boundaries than any other reason.



Boundaries in Marriage
• Problems arise when we BLAME 

our spouse for our own lack of limits. 

• But, your spouse is not responsible  
for your limits; YOU ARE!

• To prevent being RESENTFUL,  
help your relationship by drawing the line.

• The same principle of SOWING & REAPING exists in marriage. 
Letting your spouse suffer consequences is not manipulation. 



Sowing and Reaping 
Action Enabling Natural Consequence

Wife 
overspends

He gets a 2nd 
job to cover 

the bills

• Because you overspent, I need to  
cut up the credit cards


• If you don’t want that, then you can get a 
second job to pay the bills.

Husband is 

always late

She waits and 
is frustrated

• She needs to tell him in advance  
she is leaving at 6:00 pm for the banquet.  


• If he is not ready, then she will leave without 
him.  The key is to follow through.

These moves are not manipulative as the other person will accuse.

Setting limits is an act of love by binding & limiting the evil & protecting the good.



• We can’t change  
another person. 

• A spouse ARGUING about  
how they are being treated  
keeps the problem going.

• A better path is:  
1) Accept the person as they are  
2) Respect their choice to be that way 
3) Give appropriate consequences 
By doing this, we execute power.



Before  Boundaries After Boundaries

Stop yelling at me.

You must be nicer.

You can continue to  
yell if you choose to.  


But, I will choose  
not to be in your presence 


when you act that way.

A wrathful person bears the penalty; 
after one rescue, you will have it to do again. 

Proverb 19:19



Are extremely destructive  
to a relationship

Never lead to intimacy

Never educate,  
but rather estrange

HEALTHY  
BOUNDARIES

Communicated: 
— First verbally 
— Then in action

Clear & unapologetic

Revealed & Respected  
at different times

Need to be:

Appreciated

Foundation of  
Trust, Respect, & Love

POOR BOUNDARIES: 
• Withdrawal 
• Triangulation 
• Pouting 
• Affairs 
• Passive aggressive 

behavior



Boundaries 
With Kids



Help develop good & mature character. 

Boundary conversations useful when 
they become internalized.

Over time, the child becomes  
self-monitoring & self-correcting.

Internalized grace & truth will help 
them in all aspects of life.If you are a parent, 

you have received a divine gift.

With this gift comes 
a great responsibility



Why are parents hesitant or afraid
to confront their children?

Can still be concerned, but should not avoid confronting. 

You may need to get support in how to confront well. 

Worn Down By



Take the Initiative Stay Connected

Give Consequences Contain & Empathize Fit to Age / Maturity

Allow Some WithdrawalNormalize Anger



Importance of “NO”
• God has constructed life itself to 

teach us the importance of NO.  


• Sooner or later, someone will say a no 
to us that we simply cannot ignore.  

Home School Work
Health 
Issues

Parents

Siblings Teachers

Friends Bosses

Co-workers

Over-eat

Alcohol

Irresponsible 
Lifestyle

Police

Courts

Prison

Legal 
Issues

Spouse

Neighbors

Family / 
Community

THE PROGRESSION OF NO’S





Boundaries With Friends



Key Point

Boundaries are only about 1 person - EACH OF US!

It is about:
• IDENTIFYING what is acceptable to each of us & then
• COMMUNICATING it through words and actions
• WITHOUT putting expectation on others

All of this can be so LIBERATING!



• I’m on vacation with 2 friends & 
they want to go skydiving.

• They ask me to go w/ them.  

• I explicitly do not want to go. 
What do I do?

• I tell them to have a good time 
and text me when they get back 
to see how it went.  

• Also, they want to have dinner 
every night at 5.  

• I don’t want to be locked into that 
time but do want to be with them 
as much as possible.  

• I ask if I can have dinner w/ them 
tonight, but am not sure yet 
about tomorrow night, but will let 
them know later.  



Progressive Disclosure
Do you want to 
see a movie? 
3:30-5:30 pm

3 Hours

Since it ends  
@ dinnertime,  
we can go out 
to eat dinner.

5 Hours

Why don’t we 
see Christmas 
lights in 34th 

Street?

8 Hours

Incrementally Expanding



How To Succeed 
and Measure 
Your Success 

With Boundaries? 



How to Succeed
• Practice with easy No’s


• As you gain confidence, 
advance to difficult No’s


• Expect push back 

• Be calm, firm, & persistent


• Seek professional help 
if needed


• Acknowledge change


• Allow flexibility

Before

After

• Expect your radar to be 
more highly tuned


• As it signals violations, 
consider response & pray



Before 
Boundaries

Frustration 
& Stress 
Levels

Begin 
Boundaries

Healthy 
Boundaries

Maturity & 
Responsibility 

Of Others

… Before 
Boundaries

Begin 
Boundaries

Healthy 
Boundaries…

Relationships,
Respect, 

Peace

Before 
Boundaries

Begin 
Boundaries

Healthy 
Boundaries…Before 

Boundaries
Begin 

Boundaries
Healthy 
Boundaries…

Resentful 
&/or Guilty 
Feelings



Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend


